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Let K be an algebraic number field, 1+ = Crk its ring of integers, and G an 
elementary abelian group of order I’. In this article, we determine which classes in 
the locally free class group Cl(aG) of the group ring oG are realizable as Galois 
module classes of rings of integers F; in tame Galois extensions L/K with 
Gal(L/K) 2 G. The set R(rrG) of such realizable classes is described in terms of the 
action on Cl(aG) of a Stickelberger ideal .P in the integral group ring ZC, where C 
(g[F$) is a (Cartan) subgroup of the automorphism group Aut G (sGL,(F,)). 
If L/K is a Galois extension of algebraic number fields, the ring of 
integers eL is a Galois module-that is, a representation module for the 
Galois group G. Much is known about the structure of 6; as a ZG-module. 
With Taylor’s proof [12] of Frohlich’s conjecture, we know that for tame 
extensions L/K, PL is determined up to stable ZG-isomorphism by the Artin 
root numbers JV&) of the symplectic characters of G, and in particular that 
6; is stably free if all such IV&) = 1. (So, for example, if G is abelian and 
L/K is tame, then 4 is always free as a ZG-module.) 
In this article, we adopt a somewhat different viewpoint. We regard c as 
an DG-module, where D = @i, the ring of integers of K. Changing the coef- 
ficient ring from Z to D introduces complications. Typically q. is not free as 
an rr-module, and all the less so as an DrG-module. For example, the 
unramified extension a(-, 6)/Q(G), h as no relative normal integral 
basis (although it does have a relative integral basis). 
* The main result of this article was obtained while the author was on sabbatical leave 
from the University of Illinois at Universitiit Regensburg and at King’s College, London. The 
author wishes to thank those institutions for their generous hospitality and the NSF for 
providing support while the results were being extended and the proofs simplified. 
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Our emphasis differs also in the following respect. We fix the ground field 
K and a finite group G and let L range over all Galois extensions of K with 
Galois group isomorphic to G, regarding all the rings of integers PL as 
modules over the same group ring DG by choosing isomorphisms 
Gal(L/k’) 2 G. Changing the isomorphism Gal(L/K) + G amounts to 
changing the representation by an automorphism of G, so it is natural in this 
context o consider the totality ofnG-representations u der the action of the 
automorphism group Aut G. 
The extension L/K is tame if and only if fl; is a locally free CG-module. It 
is then determined up to stable isomorphism by its “Galois module class” in 
the class group Cl(rrG). We shall restrict our attention to tame extensions 
and denote by R(DG) the set of those classes in CZ(rrG) which are realizable 
as Galois module classes of rings of integers E; in tame Galois extensions 
L/K with Gal(L/K) r G. Trivially, R(rrG) is closed under the action of 
Aut G on CZ(lrG). 
The main result of this article isthe description fR(nG) for elementary 
abelian G in terms of the action on C@G) of a Stickelberger ideal. 
Specifically, etG be the additive group of the finite field F,, and let C = FG, 
the multiplicative group. Multiplication represents C as a group of 
automorphisms of G and hence as a group of automorphisms of UG fixing 
fl. The class group CZ(DG) is thus a ZC-module. We define a Stickelberger 
ideal in ZC as follows. 
For 6 E C, let t(8) denote the least non-negative residue (mod I) of Tr(6). 
where Tr: F ,k + F, (=Z/fZ) is the trace. Let 
and 
f = zc * (6/l) f-3 zc. 
The Stickelberger ideal X is a relative ofone used by Kubert and Lang ji’ j. 
However, it is associated with values of L-functions at s = 0 rather than at 
s=-1. 
The main result is 
THEOREM. If G is elementary abelian, 
R (DG) = CI’(OG)‘~, 
where’ Ci’(nG) is the kernel of the map Cl(rrG) -+ U(u) induced by the 
augmentation .wG -+ D. 
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Putting K = Q we immediately obtain the result announced in Theorem 
(1.2) of [91: 
COROLLARY. If G is elementary abelian, CZ(Z G)“” = 1. 
Proof: CI’(HG) = CZ(ZG) since U(Z) = 1, and R(ZG) = 1 since every 
tame abelian extension of Q has a normal integral basis. 
Now specialize further to the case G cyclic of order 1. Choosing a non- 
trivial character x: G + ,u, induces an isomorphism (see [ 111) 
CE(ZG) z CI(Z [p,]). 
If we interpret C (=lFr) as the Galois group of OQ,)/Q .P becomes the 
classical Stickelberger ideal for Q(,u,) and the corollary asserts the classical 
Stickelberger relations for the class group of a@,). 
The connection between Galois module structure and Stickelberger ideals 
can be seen as a natural outgrowth of Hilbert’s proof [6, Satz 1361 of the 
Stickelberger relations for Q(,u,) which was based on the fact that tame 
cyclic extensions L/Q of degree I have normal integral bases. Hilbert 
determines the prime factorization of resolvents of normal basis generators 
by utilizing their behavior under the action of Gal(L/Q) and of 
Gal(Q@,)/Q). (The resolvents are not specifically required to be Gauss 
sums.) 
Our approach is very close to that of Hilbert’s proof. The cyclotomic field 
a(~,) is replaced by the group algebra KG with the group elements playing 
the role of the roots of unity. Abelian extensions of K with group isomorphic 
to G are described by a Kummer theory over KG. The resolvents are 
replaced by “resolvends” which are elements of K’G whose images under the 
characters of G are resolvents. (Kc is the algebraic losure of K.) The 
Stickelberger condition arises from the shape of the prime factorization in 
rrG of the Zth power of resolvends of elements generating local normal 
integral bases at the prime divisors of 1. The shape of this prime factorization 
is determined by the behavior of the resolvends under the Galois action of G 
and of C. These ideas are developed in Sections 1, 2, and 4. Section 3 is 
devoted to describing the properties ofthe Stickelberger ideal. At the end of 
Section 4, we prove R@G) c CZ’(DG)~. In Section 5 we prove R(rrG) 2 
CZ’(DG)~ (which is the essential inclusion for the corollary CZ(ZG)P= 1). 
We choose a class in CZ’(DG)~ and must construct an extension whose ring 
of integers realizes that class. At the analogous point in Hilbert’s proof, a
prime p of degree one is chosen in an ideal class of a@,). Then N(p) =p = 1 
(mod Z) and an extension L/Q is produced inside the cyclotomic field O(U,). 
In Section 5, the desired extension L/K is produced utilizing the Kummer 
theory developed in the earlier sections. A key tool is the fact that ray 
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classes contain infinitely many prime ideals of degree one, and this is the 
only “non-algebraic” fact which we use. 
The theorem R(rrG) = CI’(DG)~ was obtained first in the special case 
where G is cyclic of order 1 and K contains ,u,, the lth roots of unity [S]. 
Childs PI removed the hypothesis that p, C. K and proved 
R(DG) 2 CI’(rrG)z, which sufficed to recover the classical e (Z[,~,]>‘= 1. 
My interest in the elementary abelian case was stimulated by reading a 
preliminary version of the thesis of Glass [5 1. Glass considered elementary 
abelian G of order I’, uu, E K. She obtained a description fR(rrG) based on 
Stickelberger-like elements in LC,, where C, = F: x rirf, a split Cartan 
subgroup of GL,,(ff ,). That is, let G = G, x G,, where each Gi is the additive 
group of F!. Then C, = C, x Cl, where Ci = iF: . We denote, as before, the 
augmentation kernel of CZ by CI’. The canonical map 
CZ’(rrG) + CZ’(rrG,) x CZ’(rrG,) 
is a split surjection preserving the action of C,. Denote its kernel by 
CZ”(rrG) so that 
CI’(rrG) = Cl”(rrG) x CZ’(DG,) x Cl’(oG2). 
THEOREM (Glass). Suppose puI c K and G is as above. Then 
R&G) = CZ”(rrG)” x R(rrG,) x R(rrG,), 
where 
I-1 
a= C (6i,6j)-‘EZCS 
i,j= 1 
i+j>l 
(and di E IF; is the residue class of i). 
Note that under the canonical maps ZC,-+ ZCi (induced by the 
projections C,-+ CJ the image of CL is 2 r6; ‘, the classical Stickelberger 
element. It would be of interest tofind a unified approach to R(rrG) which 
would simultaneously yield Glass’s theorem and the main theorem of this 
article. 
The results of this article have partial generalizations to the case where G 
is abelian of homogeneous type (I”,..., I”) with k factors. The results of 
Sections 1, 2, and 3 are presented in this generality. The main theorem does 
not generalize asstated even in the case where G is cyclic (k = 1). For cyclic 
G of order I”, n > 1, CZ(ZG)“# 1, in general (see remarks at the end of 
[IO]) whence R(rrG) 2 CZ’(DG)~. Childs [3] has recently shown for cyclic 
G that the opposite inclusion also fails in general. However, by extending the 
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methods of Sections 4 and 5 we can obtain the following: Let G be of type 
(I”,..., I”)and let DA be the image of UG in the quotient algebra A of KG 
defined by the decomposition KG =A x K(G/H), where H is the largest 
elementary abelian subgroup in G. (If K = Q and G is cyclic, then 
PA = ;Z[,U~~].) Denote by R(@A) the image of R(nG) under the map 
Cl&G) --+ CI@A). We can show that R(oA) 2 C/(LTA)~, where 9 = Yk,, is 
an enlarged Stickelberger ideal defined in Section 3. In particular, of course, 
CI(ZA),Y = 1 and when k = 1 we can recover the classical C&Z [p,,,])“= 1. 
These results will appear later, embedded, one hopes, in a more complete 
description of R(lrG) for 12 > 1, k > 1. 
It should be pointed out that Friihlich [4] has shown that the Stickelberger 
relations for arbitrary cyclotomic extensions Q&.)/Q can be derived from 
the fact that tame abelian extensions of Q have normal integral bases. His 
results have particularly influenced Section 4 of this article. In addition, he 
suggested an approach which has substantially simplified Section 5. Thanks 
are also due to many others, particularly to C. J. Bushnell for crucial and 
timely suggestions. 
1. GALOIS G-EXTENSIONS AND RESOLVENDS 
Let G be a finite group and K an algebraic number field. There is a 
natural correspondence between Galois extensions of K with Galois group 
isomorphic to G and (continuous) surjective homomorphisms 
Gal(KC/K) --f G, where Kc is the algebraic closure of K. Namely, to each 
such homomorphism, one associates the fixed field of its kernel. This 
correspondence is not biunique, however, since different homomorphisms 
may have the same kernel. We obtain a biunique correspondence through the 
notion of a Galois G-extension. To an arbitrary (continuous) homomorphism 
Gal(KC/K) + G we associate a Galois G-extension of K, in the sense of [ 11, 
as follows: Let n E Hom(OR,, G), where f2, = Gal(KC/K). Let K” = (Kc)ker T, 
the subfield of Kc fixed elementwise by the kernel of 71. Then K” is a Galois 
extension of K with Galois group R,/ker X, isomorphic to a subgroup 7t(.Q,) 
of G. To obtain a Galois G-extension, we (co)-induce (from 0,) to G by 
letting K, = MapgK(G, KC), the K-algebra of functions from G to KC 
preserving the action of Q,, where G is regarded as an R,-set under left 
multiplication via 7~. Thus 
v E K, o u(+) . s) = v(s)~, VOES,,iEG. (1.1) 
(Note that we will always regard Galois groups as acting on the left even 
though the action is written exponentially. Thus au’ = (a’)” for a E KC, IT, 
t E fz,.) 
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From (1. l), one sees immediately that 
(a) the values of ZJ belong to K", so that K, = MapEg(G, K"), and 
(b) u is determined by its values on a set of coset representatives for 
+2R,)\G. 
The choice of such a set of coset representatives gives a representation of K, 
as a product of copies of K". If 71 is surjective, K  z K" under the map 
u E+ u(l). 
The elements of G act as automorphisms of K, under the rule 
v”(t) = U(B). (Again we have (~9)’ = u”.) One easily sees that the fixed 
points are the constant functions with values in K (i.e., Kz = K) so K, is a 
Galois G-extension of K in the sense of [ 11. Moreover, one can show that the 
correspondence TC tt K, is biunique between Hom(Qn,, G) and the set of 
isomorphism classes of Galois G-extension of K. 
Notice that if G is abelian; the set of Galois G-extensions of K forms an 
abelian group through its natural identification with Hom(QC1,, 6). (This 
group was introduced by Harrison in a more general context.) 
There is a natural correspondence Map(G, KC) + KCG given by 
The image ~7 of u will be called the resolvend of V. One easily checks that the 
resolvend map is a left KG-isomorphism: 
Lls++l;j=s.~ > t/sEG. (1.3 j
The map does not preserve the algebra structure-the multiplication in K’G 
would correspond to a convolution multiplication in the function algebra. 
The Galois group 0, acts (coefficientwise) as a group of K-algebra 
automorphisms of K’G which also preserve left or right multiplication .by 
elements of G. Clearly 
(KCG)'"=KG. 
(If G is abelian, KCG is an (infinite) Galois extension of KG in an 
appropriate sense. j
If z E Horn@,, G), then K, c Map(G, KC) and its image KX under the 
resolvend map is easily seen to be characterized by 
ciE&&aEKCG and aT=a.7r(f), TEO,. (1.4) 
Moreover, if u is a normal basis generator of K, over K, then KyT is a rank- 
one free KG-module generated by ~7. Indeed, 
K,=KG.voKI,=KG.c;. 
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(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let n E Hom(Q,, G) and VEK,. Then 
K,=KG- vou’E (KCG)X. (Here RX denotes the group of units of a ring 
R-1 
ProoJ: If v” E (KCG) x, then the map (Y 1--1 a . ~7 is injective KG + K”,. 
Hence it is surjective and f. = KG - 6, so K, = KG . v. 
The converse is a little harder. If v generates a normal basis {us 1 s E G} of 
K, over K, then the dual basis with respect o the trace is also a normal 
basis. For, if Tr(vk) = S,,, then Tr(vk’) = Tr((v’)‘-‘U) = a,,,. We will show 
directly that 
a-1 
V = c u(t) . t. 
tEG 
To verify this, it is useful to observe first that, as an element of K, 
Tr v = c v’(1) = c v(s) 
SEC SEC 
for v E K,. Also notice that CfEG u(t)t is the image of C under the canonical 
involution of K’G defined by sending each group element to its inverse, 
t ++ t-‘. If we denote this involution by [-I], we have z2-” = CIEG u(t)t 
and the assertion to be proved is 
v’. $11 = 1. 
(Since K’G is a finite dimensional KC algebra, it suffices toshow that z? has a 
right inverse.) 
The above assertion follows from a more general result which we record 
for future use: 
zX-‘~ = c Tr(vu’) .t, ‘du,v E K,. 
IEG 
( W 
To show this, we calculate 
GP’J =z v(s)u(t)s-‘t=C v(s)u(ss-‘t)s-‘t 
s,t 
= F* v(s) u(st)t = c c v(s) u’(s)t. 
t s 
Remark. K, always has a normal basis over K. For if a E K” generates 
a normal basis of K”/K, then v E K, defined by 
v(s) = au if s = n(o) 
=o if s6C n(Q,) 
generates a normal basis of KJK. 
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Henceforth we will assume G is abelian. Then the multiplicative group 
(K’G)’ is a discrete O,-module. We shall characterize the invertible 
resolvends of elements of Galois G-extensions of K in terms of the J2, action 
on (KcG)X. Let 
H(KG)={aE(KCG)XIcru-‘EG,V~TEa,). 
Then H(KG) is a subgroup of (KCG)X containing (KG)X. 
(1.7) 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. (a) If a E H(KG), the map rc, : R, -+ G given by' 
?~,(a) = aa- ’ is a group homomorphism. 
(b) The map w F+ 7c, gives rise to an exact sequence 
1 -+ (KG) x + H(KG) -+ Horn@, , G) -+ 1. 
(c) H(KG) = (K’G) ’ n U ,(fj), 
where the union is over all TX E Horn@,, G). 
ProoJ Parts (a) and (b) follow from elementary cohomological 
considerations. Consider the exact sequence of ,Q,-modules: 
l-+G-t(KCG)X-+((KCG)X/G)+ 1. 
The associated long exact sequence begins (since fiK acts trivially on G): 
I -+ G + (KG)’ 3 ((KCG) ‘/G)‘K -+ Horn@,, G). 
Clearly ((KeG)X/G)“n = H(KG)/G by (1.7), and the connecting 
homomorphism is, in effect, rr t-+ rr,. Hence we have exactness of 
l--t (KG) X/G + H(KG)/G -+ Horn&?,, G). 
Exactness on the right could be shown by observing [in a variety of ways) 
that Hilbert’s Theorem 90 applies to the Galois extension K’G of KG. 
Instead, we simultaneously prove (c) by observing that under the map 
H(KG) --t Hom(Qn,, G), the pre-image of n is (KCG) ’ n KV (by (1.4)) and 
that (KCG)’ I-I Kn # 0 (by Proposition (1.5 j). 
Proposition 1.8 can be interpreted as indicating a sort of Kummer theory 
for Galois G-extensions of K in which the elements of G in the group algebra 
KG play the role of the roots of unity. It also gives a characterization fthe 
(invertible) resolvends in terms of the action of 0, on (K’G) ‘. We will now 
derive from this O,-characterization a more powerful characterization in 
terms of the action on (KcG)X of endomorphisms of G. 
Let E be a ring of endomorphisms of G containing the identity. (E may, 
but need not, be the full ring End(G).) We write the action of E exponen- 
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tially, continuing the convention that (s~)~ = s”~ for s E G, q, p E E. As 
usual, we denote by Ex the group of units of E. It will also be necessary to 
consider the full multiplicative monoid (including zero) of E, which we will 
denote by E’. 
If p e E, p extends by linearity to an algebra endomorphism of KCG 
(preserving the identity) and hence also to a group endomorphism of 
(K’G) ‘. In this way, E’ acts as a monoid (but not as a ring) of 
endomorphisms of (K’G) ‘. That is, (&‘)I? = arlp for u E K’G, 11, p E E, but 
in general cP+~ # CPU”. Since E’ acts on elements of G while Q, acts on 
coefIicients, the two actions commute: 
ForpE(KcG)“,~)P=~)uifoE~R,PEE’. (1.9) 
Now any abelian group on which E’ acts as a monoid of endomorphisms 
is, in a natural way, a module over the monoid ring LE’. (Note that the 
“monoid ring” is left-adjoint to the forgetful functor from rings with identity 
to monoids, R H R’.) When necessary to avoid confusion, we will enclose 
elements of E’ in brackets when writing elements of HE’, as in CPEE a0 [p]. 
In particular, [0] f 0 in SE’ whereas, by definition, [I] = 1. In fact, [0] is 
the augmentation map K’G + KC . 1 s KCG: 
c., 1‘01 C a, . S = 2 a, . ,$‘I = C a, . 1. SEC SEG 
Likewise, [-1] is the canonical involution of KcG described previously. 
Now, E acts as a ring of endomorphisms of the dual group 
G* = Hom(G, (Kc) “) by the rule x”(s) =x(P) for x E G*, s E G, p E E. 
But, whereas G was a left E-module, G* is a right E-module: 01”)” =x”“. 
The characterization fresolvends which we will obtain will be in terms of 
the kernel SG of the canonical (adjunction) homomorphism ZE’ --f E. Since E 
acts (by definition) faithfully on G, we clearly have ,& = Ann,. G, the 
annihilator of G as a ZE’-module. Likewise, G* is a faithful right E-module 
and so & = Ann,. G*. Note that &’ contains elements such as [p] + [q] - 
[p + y] for p, q E E and Y - [r] for r E Z. 
(1.10) THEOREM. Suppose G:‘: is a cyclic E-module. Let ,8 E (K’G) ‘. 
Then 
(a) ,8E Go/?“= 1, VaE&& and 
(b) pEH(KG)~P”E(KG)“,VaE~. 
Remark. It is easy to see that G and G* are cyclic over End G. This is 
obvious if G is cyclic, and it is also clear that a product of cyclic groups is 
cyclic over the product of their endomorphism rings. So, in fact, one can 
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always find a commutative ring E of endomorphisms of G such that G and 
G* are cyclic over E. One can find, however, cases where G is cyclic over E 
but G* is not (and vice versa). 
Proof qf (1.10). (a) Here, “a” is trivial. To show the converse, consider 
the map G* + (Kc)’ given by x t+ x(/I), where x is extended by linearity 
from G to K’G. It suffkes to show that this map is a homomorphism. For 
then, since G** = G, there is an s E G such that this homomorphism is the 
same as x F+ x(s). But &3) =x(s) for all x E G* implies that p = s E G, 
Now, let x generate G” over E. It suffices to show, for any y, p E E that 
(xyxp)@) = x~@?)~~(j?). Contrary to appearances, this is not obvious, or we 
would have proved (KCG)X = G. Here is the argument (note that (FG)” is 
not an E-module, but only a ZE’-module): 
Now in ZE’, [y + p] = [v] + [p] (mod d), and /P” = 1 so 
Xc0 rY+PI) =xpYlpbl) = .#YJ) x(pl) 
= X’W . x” co)* 
(b) Let /3 e (K’G) X and recall that by (1.9) the actions of Q, and ZE’ 
commute on p. Starting from definition (1.7): 
Throughout this section we have been considering the set of all Galois G- 
extensions of K. However, in the following sections, we shall consider only 
tame Galois G-extensions. If we replace KC by K’, the maximal tame (at 
most tamely ramified) extension of K in KC and Q, by Qi = Gal(K’/K), the 
results of this section carry over with appropriate modifications. In 
particular, the set of tame Galois G-extensions is identified with 
Hom(Qi, G) and the exact sequence of (l.S)(bj becomes 
1+ (KG) ’ + H’(KG) -+ Horn@;, G) + 1, 
where 
H’(KG) = H(KG) n (FG) ’ 
and is characterized as the set of invertible resolvends of elements in tame 
Galois G-extensions. The criteria of Theorem (1.10) carry over when the 
indicated substitutions are made, the only deviation from the rule being that 
G* must continue to be the full dual group Hom(G, (Kc)’ ). We shall use the 
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abbreviated expression “tame G-extension” instead of “tame Galois G- 
extension.” We shall also regard Hom(@, G) as a subgroup of Hom(J2,, G) 
and say TC is tame if x E Horn@&, G). 
2. THE GALOIS MODULE CLASS OF A TAME G-EXTENSION 
Henceforth we shall assume G is an abelian group of exponent l”, where 1 
is a prime. 
The ring of integers 8; in a Galois G-extension K,/K can be identified 
with MapkK(G, P) = MapLX(G, 4”), where @’ is the ring of integers in Kc 
and F” = b’n K”. The extension K,/K is tame, if and only if flZ is a rank 
one locally free PG module, where D = @k, the ring of integers in K (see 
(2.6) below). As such, its structure is determined up to rrG-isomorphism by 
its class c/(@~) in the class group Cl@G). Since G is abelian, we may 
describe C/(DG) simply as the quotient of the group I(rrG) of invertible 
(fractional) DG-ideals in KG by the subgroup of invertible principal 
ideals-that is, ideals of form (/I) = DG . /3, where /? E KGX. We denote this 
subgroup simply by (KGX). The class of a rank one locally free DG-module 
M is then defined as follows: 
Choose m E KM with KM= KGm (where M c KM= K 0, M). Then 
M= mm, where m E I(rrG). Since the choice of m is unique up to 
multiplication by elements of KG ‘, m is unique up to multiplication by 
elements of (KG “). We define the class cl(M) of M to be the ideal class of m 
in I(rrG)/(KG “). 
For computational purposes, we find it more convenient o use a different 
description fthe class group which we will describe for an arbitrary D- 
order /1 in a commutative semi-simple K-algebra A. Let d be the maximal 
D-order of A, and let f E ICT, f # 0, such that fJ c A. For any prime ideal p
of D let up denote the corresponding normalized additive valuation of K. 
Now D is the intersection of two overrings of D in K: 
where 
IT = Lr*n D’, (2.1) 
d = D[f-‘1 
= (aEKIv,(cr)>Oifp,j’f} 
and 
D, = (semi)-localization of rr at the prime divisors off 
= {a E K ( up(a) > 0 if p 1 f }. 
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The group @DO’) of fractional p’-ideals can be identified with the group of 
D-ideals relatively prime to f. The units 0;” generate the principal n-ideals 
which are relatively prime to f. It is standard number theory that 
5%(D) z I(D’)/(rrfx). 
Jacobinski’s ideal-theoretic definition of class groups of genera is analogous 
to this formula and in our special case it amounts to 
where 
and 
We shall expiain this expression in more detail. Since A’ is the maximal rc~‘- 
order in A, the group I(A’) of invertible (fractional) A’-ideals in A is a 
product of ideal groups of Dedekind domains-specifically of the integral 
closures of LY in the components of A. The subgroup (A:) of I(A’) consists 
of those principal A’-ideals @) =/I . A’ generated by elements p E -4:. In 
this notation, the description of the class r/(M) associated to a rank-one, 
locally free A-module M is slightly different. Since A, is semi-local 
M,= oiM is a rank-one free Af-module. Choose a generator VI: 
Mf= Af- m. 
Now M’ = &A4 is locally free rank one over o’G so 
(2.3) 
M’=m.m for a unique m E I(A ’ ). (2.4) 
Since m is unique up to multiplication by a unit in A;, m is unique up 
multiplication by a principal A’-ideal in (A,“). Thus the ideal class of m in 
I(A’)/(A,X) is uniquely determined by M. It is the class ccl(M) in F!(A). 
Conversely if n E I(A’) then it can be shown that n n Af E I(A) and is a 
locally free, rank one A-module whose class is the ideal class of n in 
W ’ >/<A; >- 
It is useful to observe also that A: contains the subgroup 1 +f_& (One 
easily sees that 1 + fL& E ~MF since fJ'k/ iscontained in the radical of -14. It 
is also a standard fact about orders that -NT r’7 A,.= A/“.) Now, 1 + f . fi-, is 
the subgroup of K x traditionally called the “numerical ray (modf) of K!’ 
and one sees easily that I(&)/(1 + fof) is the ray class group (mod f) of K. 
Since AL?? is the maximal Dforder of A, I t-f-6 is the product of the 
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numerical rays (modf) of the components of A. Thus the class group FZ(A) 
is a quotient of I(A ‘)/( 1f f.L$) which in turn is the product of the ray class 
groups (modf) of the components of A. 
We return ow to the case A = DG and M = @X for rt E Horn@:-, G). In 
this case, we take f = 1 G( = a power of 1. Then oi- = .o! and 
and 
@;, = D, Gv for some v E E$, 
p”:,=m.v for some m E I(D’G) (2.5) 
rl(F’,) = ideal class of m in I(rr’G)/(lr, G ” ). 
If en, = D,G . v we shall say that v is an l-local normal basis generator of 
KJK. In the next proposition we characterize such elements and show 
directly that K,/K is tame if and only if such a generator u exists. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let x E Hom(Q,, G). Then rt is tame if and only if 
there is a v E K, satisfying one of the following equivalent conditions: 
(a) O;! = D,G . v, 
@I v E DXl and Tr v E OF, 
(c) v’E @‘fGx. 
Prooj Since G is an l-group, the only possible wild ramification isat 
prime divisors of 1. The traditional criterion for F”, to be tame over D thus 
becomes Tr(F”,,) = 1+[ which is clearly equivalent to the existence of a v E K, 
satisfying (b). (The transition from field extensions to Galois G-extensions 
presents no difficulties, since for K,/K to be tame merely means K”/K is 
tame.) Thus it suffices toshow the equivalence of (a), (b), and (c): 
(a) =X (b) is trivial: (1= J&c a,vS = a . CseG vs.) 
(b) * (c): Since ZJ E &, 1.7 E @‘;G, where 4” = P n K”. Since G is an 
l-group and 1 E Rad @;, then s - 1 E Rad @;G for all s E G. Hence 
v’= CscGv(s) . s-’ = Tr v (mod Rad @“;G). Since Tr u E fir 5 @;Gx, 
dE @;G” c@;GX. 
Cc> * (a>: v E K’G” implies K, = KG . v by (1.5). Moreover, as 
shown in the proof of (1.5), 6-l = St-‘1, where u generates the normal basis 
of KJK dual to that generated by v. Since V’E @‘;G, we have v E F,, so 
rr,G.vce,,cF”~~~(~~Gv)*=~,G.u 
But v’ E @fG x implies zi E @;G so u E eZ,. Hence, easily, 
LT,G-v=@~~=@~~=,,G~u. 
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(2.7) COROLLARY. Let 
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H(o) G) = @; G ’ n H(KG) 
and 
H’(lr,G)=O;GX nH’(KG) (where 8’ = PC f7 K’). 
Then H(rr,G) = H’(rr,G) and consists of the resolvends of l-local normal 
basis generators of tame G-extensions of K. 
Pr-oo$ This is immediate from (1.8)(c) and (2.6). 
Now returning to (2.5) we see, upon taking resolvends, that 
&=rtla and v” E H’(u[G). (2-Q 
In order to investigate the behavior of the ideal class of m under the action 
of endomorphisms of G, we shall regard flTT as an element of a group 
~‘(D’G) on which the multiplicative monoid of endomorphisms of G will act. 
Let 
I’(dG) = {a - ,B 1 a E I(dG), /3 E K’G’ \. (2.9) 
Then I’(a’G) is a multiplicative group whose elements are the rank one, 
locally free rr’G modules in K’G which contain units of K’G. If p E End G, 
then p induces an endomorphism (denoted [p]) of each of K’G”, I(rs’G) and 
P(rr’G). (For example, if a E 1(&G), then at01 is the .u’G ideal generated by 
the image of a under the endomorphism of the K-algebra KG induced by ,L) 
Thus, as in Section 1, these groups are Z [(End G)’ j-modules. Moreover 
(2.11) PROPOSITION. Let E = End G. Then @:a E I(rr’G) for all 
a E AnnzE. G. 
ProoJ As in (2.8), pi = m - z? E I’(&G) with m E 1(&G), L; E H(KC). 
Clearly Pk” = ma . I?* for aE ZE. But, z? E KGX by (1.10)(b) for 
a E Ann,,. G, whence mQ . P E I(rr’G). 
The main result of this section is the following. (Recall that G is abelian 
of exponent 1”. )
(2.12) THEOREM. Let E = End G and q=,,, = nr,G . L.J. Then 
(a) PErr,GXjiorallaEAnn,.G. 
(l3) Let w = 27’“. Then w E rr,GX and rl(Fz) in Fl(rrGj is represenied 
b-v the (unique) ideal m E I(rr’G) such that m’“(w) is integral and P-power 
free (in I(rr’Gjj. 
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Note. Since rr’G is a product of Dedekind domains, ideals in 1(0/G) 
factor uniquely into products of (invertible) prime ideals in an obvious way 
and so the notion of “integral nd P-power free” makes sense. 
Proof. Observe that v’ E H’(rr,G) = @; GX n H(KG) by (2.7). Hence, by 
(1.10)(b), v” E 4fGX n KG’ =fljGX for all a E Ann,. G, which shows 
(a). Now I” E Ann,,. G, so yin = u’ E I(~!G’. From (2.8) we have 
m’“(w) = (8;)” E 1(&G), 
where m E 1(&G) represents zZ(0;) in g’l(lrG). So, it suffices toshow that 
(&J’” . IS integral and P-power free (in f(&G)). Clearly 8; E P’G so 
(&i)rn c rr’G and is, thus, integral. Ifb’” divides (&Jr”, where b is integral in
1(&G), then (b-‘4:)‘” s rr’G so b-l@: EP’G (the integral closure of 
&G in K”G). But b -‘flL _C fr so b - I@“:, E B”‘G f? Kz = fl: (ciearly). Thus 
6-I s rr’G, the left order of F”:. Hence b = b -’ = flcr’G and the theorem 
follows. 
Finally we point out the connection between resolvends and (tame) 
discriminants: 
(2.13) PROPOSITION. Let b(Fi/&) denote the relative discriminant of
a;/~‘. Then 
@; . &;‘- ‘1 E 1(&G) 
and 
(where [A : B],6 E I(&) denotes the D’module inde-x of B in A). 
ProoJ: Since 1 + [-1] E Ann,,. G, the first assertion follows from 
(2.11). The second assertion can be proved locally. Let p be a prime of n, 
not dividing 1. Then D.’ 5 nP. Since @n is locally free, we may choose 
vP E K, with IT,,G .L+ = 8&. Then 
@;,, . 8;;;’ = .op G . u;, I?;- ‘I. 
But, by (1.6), 
so by a standard computation, 
[rr,G : DUG . z?~~Y~-‘~],~ = det(Tr(viv’,))lz, 
= ve, &J. 
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Hence 
In Section 4 we will obtain a decomposition of the integral -power free 
part of (IV) in terms of a Stickelberger element for the special case that G is 
elementary abelian. In Section 3, Stickelberger elements are described for a 
somewhat more general situation. 
3. THE STICKELBERGER IDEAL 
In this section, we specialize G further to be an abelian group of type 
(In7 I”,..., 1”) with 1~ factors. We can regard G as the additive group of a 
certain residue class ring. Specifically, let R, be the ring of integers in the 
(unique) unramified extension of degree k of Q,, the field of 1-adic numbers. 
Let 
E = E,., = Rdl”. (3.1) 
We let G = G,., be a multiplicative group isomorphic to the additive 
group of E. We will write the elements of G as {xp / p E El so that the 
isomorphism E + G is given by p b x0. Thus x”~+~~ = xp~P2 for pr. pz E E. 
We also regard E as a ring of endomorphisms of G by putting 
(xPl)P’ = XP’PI = XPLP’, 
Clearly G is cyclic over E. 
The unit group Ex is a group of automorphisms of G and we put 
C = C,,, = E;., . (3.2) 
Then G is a ZC-module, generated by x=x’. The Stickelberger ideals will 
be ideals in the group ring ZC. 
Let Tr = Tr, : R, + Z, denote the trace map. We use the same symbol to 
denote the trace map (mod In): 
Tr = Tr,: E,,, = RJI” + E,.,r = Zji”. (3.3 j 
Since R, is unramified over B,, it is self-dual with respect to the trace. 
Likewise E = E,,, is self-dual with respect to the trace. From this, one easily 
sees that the dual group G* is cyclic over E. Fixing a Z/P-basis 6, = 1, 
6 2 ,..., 6 , of E, we denote the associated dual basis by S;, 8; ,..., SL.. Then 
Tr(6;aj) is the Kronecker 6,. Note that the ai and Sf all have precise order 
I” i.n E and hence belong to the unit group C. 
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To define the Stickelberger elements we shall need the canonical section 
map 
t, = t,,, : Z/I” --t [O, I”) f-7 n (3.4) 
lifting each residue class mod I” to its least non-negative residue. Further, let 
t=tk=tkn=tlnoTrk. (3.5) 
Thus, the following commutes: 
E k,n 
The following proposition describes the annihilator of G as a ZC-module: 
(3.6) PKOPOSITION. Let ~4 = Anng,G. Then sf’ has S-basis 
{I” hi 1 i = I ,..., k}U {d(y) 1 y E C, y # di for i = l,..., k}, 
where we define for ail p E E, 
d@)=p- c t@&)&. 
i=l 
Moreover, d(p) E Ann,.,. G for all p E E. 
Proof: LC acts on G through the ring homomorphism ZC + E c End G 
induced by the group isomorphism C 1 Ex. Thus ~8’ is the kernel of the 
homomorphism and we have the exact sequence 
Evidently I” hi E J. The fact that d(y) E &” comes from the standard 
property of dual bases that 
p = 5 Tr@6;) ai in E. 
i=l 
(Thus, also d(p) E Ann,,. G.) Now, let ~8” c ~4’ be the Z-module generated 
by the I”ai and the d(y) with y E C, y & (d,,..., S,}. Let xYcc a,y E s?, where 
the ay E: Z. Then, modulo &“, 
k 
C a,y- Y a,y- 2 a,d(y) = x bi di, b,E 7. 
Yet yz Jj#6i i=l 
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Then Cf= 1 bi ai E x2 = ker(ZC -+ E), and since the di form a Z/P-basis of 
E, we must have I” ) bi for i = l,..., k  Thus ~a,y~~L1~6,~0 (mod&‘) 
showing that s?+ = &‘. Moreover since the number of generators of >QJ” is 
equal to the H-rank of ZC, they must form a Z-basis of .-&. 
Remark. If s?” = Ann,,. G, one can show similarly that ([” Si\ and 
{d(p) p E E, p # 6, ,..., S,} is a Z-basis of s$. 
(3.7) DEFINITION. For each p E Ek,n, we define the Stickelberger 
element associated top to be 
HP) = &JP) = c t,.,(YP) 7-l E zc,.,,. 
YEC 
Let O=O(l)=~,,ct(y)y-~‘. 
Note. A simple calculation shows that for 1’ E. C and p E E, 
y&p) = 8(w). (Indeed, CdEC t(6p) y6-’ = &Ec t(&p) 6-l.) 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. The function p F-+ f-V@) + ZC is a ZC- 
monomorphism E -+ QC/ZC. 
Proof. The note after (3.7) shows that the action of C is preserved. It 
remains only to show the map is a Z-monomorphism. But if p,, pz E E and 
y E C, we have 
t(yp,) + t(YP*) = WPl + Pz)) (mod P) 
SO 
eh)+m)eih+~~) (mod PI C). 
Moreover. 
l-‘%‘(p) E ZC e t(yp) E 0 (mod I”) 
- Tr(yp).= 0
(In particular, recall p = Cf= 1 Tr@ &) S,.) 
for all 1’ E C 
for all yE C 0 p = 0. 
(3.9) DEFINITION. We define two ZC-submodules of (QC: 
and 
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Also, we define two Stickelberger ideals: 
and 
Note that X’ 5 9’ and .F _C .Y. Also, when N = 1, E = C U (O}, whence 
easily S& , = 9;. , . 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. (a) 4’ + ZC = 9’ + ZC, and cP’/,P E 
Y/Y z E. 
(b) &=Ann,,G={aEZC( a . l-“8 E ZC) and .P = .d - I-“& 
ProoJ: Clearly the image of the ZC-monomorphism E--t fX’/ZC of (3.8) 
is .Y’ + ZC/HC. Since 1 E E is a ZC-generator of E, its image 1-V + ZC 
generates 9’ + ZC/ZC. Hence Y’ + ZC = 9’ + ZC and part (a) follows 
from the first isomorphism theorem. Likewise the first statement of (b) is an 
immediate consequence of the fact hat Z-“8 + ZC generates 9’ + ZC/HC s 
E E G. A moment of quiet reflection upon the definition fY’ yields the 
further conclusion that -4 . I-“@ = .P. 
Now we restrict a tention to the case n = 1; that is, G is elementary 
abelian of order Ik. Under our conventions, then G is isomorphic to the 
additive group of Ek,, which we may identify with the finite field fflx, and C 
is identified with Fr< . As remarked above, in this case 
Y--‘=Y’ and Z-=9. 
(3.11) PROPOSITION. If n = 1, then .Y + .M = ZC. 
Proof. Both x2 and Z are ideals of EC, so it suffices tofind an element 
of Y which is rl (mod JQ, that is, which acts as identity on 
ZC/&’ z E = i?,,. Now C has order Ik - 1, and E is evidently an irreducible 
module over the semi-simple group algebra F,C. The character of the 
representation of C afforded by E is y+ Trfj). The idempotent 
corresponding to this IF,-irreducible character is 
e = (Zk - I)-’ c Tr(y) y-l. 
)ZC 
Thus 4 3 e (mod I. ZC) and a fortiori (mod J&). But -8 E X and since 
acts as identity on E, -6’s 1 (mod _,P), whence the result follows. 
(3.12) COROLLARY. Let n = 1 and let SY be a ZC-module (written 
multiplicatively). The following are equivalent for m E 0: 
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(a) 9% E SF. 
(b) ma E GT” for all a E 3f. 
(c) There is an a E ?F such that 
ppza = rx”“-‘” for ali a E. .d, 
Prooj (c) e- (b): This is clear since a . I-‘0 E -3. 
(b) 3 (a): From (b) it follows that PPL,~ z Pp. Ciearly EZ ‘-i ,?p ?
Hence ,,d + -‘- _C 5P@-. But ,& + .P = ZC, so @Z E P F. 
(a) + (c): If mE 5Pp, then RJZ. = ni @“- ‘Or with bi E g and /J’; E .M’. 
Hence, for any a E .-J, 13~~ = (ni bff)‘““~~‘@. 
(3.13) COROLLARY. Let n = 1. If g is a ZC-module H!irh %’ p = 1. zhe.n 
Fhas no submodule (or subquotient) tvhich is LC-isomorphic to G. 
Proof. If 57, is a subquotient of g’, then g< = 1. But if 59r z G z E, then 
F’,;” = 1, so Ef” = 1, whence gi = 1. 
Remark. When k = 1, there are analogous results to (3.1 l), (3.12), and 
(3.13) for n > 1. 
4. THE STICKELBERGER CONDITION ON REALIZABLE CLASSES 
We continue with the notation of Section 2 and suppose, in addition, that 
G is elementary abelian of order Ek. As in Section 3 we choose a fixed 
isomorphism p ++ xp from the additive group of E(=F,,) to G and regard 
C(=lFz) as a group of automorphisms of G. We have the Stickelberger 
element 6’= Bk,i E ZC and ideal S = Xk,, c ZC. 
Now, let 7c E Horn@:, G) and continue with the tame G-extension KJK 
as in Theorem (2.12). The exponent 1” of G has now become 1. 
(4.1) THEOREM. (a) Th ere is a unique integral ideal a E I(,&G) such 
that 
ae = m’(*v)(=(&)‘). 
(b) Moreover, a is square free and, for y, 6 E C, as and a6 are co- 
prime unless y = 6. 
Proof: As remarked after (2.12), 1(&G) is a free abelian group 
generated by the (invertible) prime ideals of D’G. For any such prime p and 
any a E I(&G) we denote by v,(a) the exponent to which p occurs in the 
decomposition of a. For a E KG”, we put v,(a) = v&(a)), where 
(a) = ncr’G .a. With this notation we define the ideal a of the theorem to be 
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the product of the distinct primes p of rr’G such that a,(&‘) E t(r) (mod I) 
for all y E C. That is, a is integral, square free and 
p 1 a o v,(w~) = t(y) (mod 2) for all y E C. 
One sees easily that at most finitely many primes p can satisfy this 
condition, so it genuinely defines a square free integral ideal a E I(lr’G). 
Claim 1. Fro any p and any y E C, 
v,(w’) = i: t(y 8;) u,(w”i) (mod I). 
i=l 
For recall that W= v”‘, where 8;“,,! = rr,G . U. Now since d(y) E &’ by 
(3.6), it follows from (2.12)(a) (or, indeed (1.10) that cd(?) E KG” so that 
(~~(7)) = (Cd(Y)) is an lth power in 1(&G). Since d(]~) = y - zf=, t(~ S:) ai, 
this implies that (~9’) differs from nf=i(w ‘1 ‘) rcyai) by an Ith power. The claim 
follows immediately. 
Claim 2. For any p and any 6 E C, 
p [ a’-’ e u,(wJ’) = t(yS) (mod Z) for all y E C. 
Note, first, that v,,(a) = v&a’-‘) since 6 is an automorphism of D’G. 
Hence, 
p ] as-l e ps ) a o u~(M~*-‘) = uPs(w’) = t(y) (mod I) for all y E C 
o ZI,(WY) - t(y6) (mod Z) for all y E C. 
Claim 3. The ideals as for 6 E C are square free and coprime. 
By definition, a is square free, and since S E C is an automorphism of 
rr’G, as is likewise square free. Now, suppose as and aY have common prime 
factor p, where S, y E C. Then, by Claim 2, for all p E C, t(p8’) = t@y- ’ ) 
(mod I), whence Tr@$‘) = Tr@r-I). By non-degeneracy of the trace, 
Tr: IF!,+ F,, we conclude 6-l = y-l, proving Claim 3. 
Now, recall that 19 = xyEc t(r)?- ’ so that 
Since the a”-’ are square free and coprime and since t(y) < 1 for all y E C, it 
follows that as is integral and Ith power free. Thus, by Theorem (2.12)(b), in 
order to prove a’ = m’(w), it suffices to prove 
Claim 4. If 0 < a < Z, then for any p, v,(w) E a (mod I) e p ( a”-’ for 
some y E C with t(y) = a. 
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The implication “x=” follows from Claim 2 since p 1 a’-’ * v,(W) = t(v) 
(mod I). To show the converse implication, we show p 1 ay-“, where 
in E. 
i=i 
(Observe that y# 0 since v,(ws~) = a f 0 (mod I).) Since the 6; and S; are 
dual bases of iF,, over IF,, 
u,(w”i) 3 t(ySJ (mod I) for i = I,..., k.
Thus, for any 6 E C, it follows from Claim 1 that 
u,(w”) = 5 t(ss;) t(&) 
i=l 
(mod I). 
But 
Tr(Gy) = 5 Tr(66;) Tr(yGJ 
i=l 
by the duality of the Ji and Si so 
u,(w”) = t(6y) (mod 1). 
The criterion of Claim 2 being satisfied, p / aY-‘. Moreover, taking 6 = 1 gives 
t(v) = V~(MJ) = a (mod 2). Hence Claim 4 is proved, and we have shown that 
a has all the properties described in the theorem except for uniqueness. 
To show uniqueness, suppose b is integral and be = m’(w). Then 
Claim 5. The bY for y E C are square free and coprime. 
This will follow from the fact that be is Ith power free (by (2.12)). For 
be = n (b’-‘)““. 
EC 
Choosing 6 E C with Tr(6) = -1 we get t(8) = I- 1 so be has the factor 
(b”-I)“-1’. Thus bd-’ must be square free whence all by are square free. 
Now, for any 6 E C, 
b6.e = be(s) = g (by-‘)t(b’) 
and bs’ ’ is lth power free. Suppose b and by-’ have a common factor where 
yf 1. Then 
t(s) f @y) < I for all 6 E C. 
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We show this is impossible. It suffices to show there is a 6 E C with 
Tr(6) = -1 and Tr(Gy) # 0, for then 
t(@+t(6y)>(Z-1)+1=1. 
To show this, it suffices to show there is a 6 E C with Tr(6) # 0 and 
Tr(Gy) # 0, for then with a = -(Tr S)-’ E F: we have 
Tr(aS) = a Tr(S) = --I and Tr(a 67) = a Tr(Sy) # 0. 
Now, finally, observe that the conditions (on S) Tr(6) = 0 and Tr(Gy) = 0 
determine two proper F,-subspaces ofF,,. Since FI, is not the union of two 
proper subspaces we can find the required 6 E C and the claim is proved. 
Claim 6. b = a. 
Applying 6 E C to be = m’(w) we see (m”)‘(w”) = bs” = ~7EC(bY~‘)r(Sp’. 
Since the by-’ are square free and coprime, we see that (for all 6 E C), 
p ) b 3 u,(w’) = t(8) (mod I). 
Hence p ( b * p ( a so b ( a and by-’ 1apei for all y E C. But ~y5C(bY-‘)‘(SY’ = 
J&,(a~-‘)~(~~) so b”“’ = a”” for all 6 E C. Since there is a 6 E C with 
t(s) # 0, we see b = a. This completes the proof of (4.1). 
(4.2) COROLLARY. d(Pn)E QZ@G)< 
ProoJ: By (2.12), rZ(FJ is represented by m, and from (4.1). 
m’(w) = a*. 
Let 6 and ii denote the classes of m and a, respectively, in g/(lrG) = 
I(dG)/(u, G ’ ). W e will show that for any a E &’ = Ann,, G, 
fi” = ga.r-w 
from which it follows by (3.12) that r?i E g7l(~G)~ as required. Let a E d. 
Then a . I- ‘0 E ZC and we have 
But M! = v” so wa = (6”)’ and ~7” E XGX. Since I(D’G) is a free abelian 
group, we can take lth roots and get 
mn . (5”) = aa.r-‘ea 
But, by (2.12)(a), 17” Err,GX so modulo (nIGX) we get r+i” =tia.‘-” as 
promised. 
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We shall refine this corollary slightly as follows. Consider the augmen- 
tation 
c:r*G--+rr (sending s-+ 1 for all s & G). 
This induces a homomorphism 
E* : gZ(rrG) --f R(D). 
Let 
~Z’(LTG) = ker(e,) 
Then 
(4.3) 
(4.4) COROLLARY. rl(@;)E (@Z'(DG))-? 
Proof. First observe that ~cl(@‘,) E g’1’(~G). This is a general fact which 
can be shown for arbitrary groups G (including on-abelian). We can see it 
most easily here by recalling (2.5): 
@;=m.V, where f; I = rr,Gv. 
Applying Tr: K, --f K we get 
d = Tr(@k) = Tr(m . v) = e(m) . Tr(v), 
where Tr(v) E D: (by (2.6), for example). Thus c(m) is in the trivial c ass of 
SF@) = I(rr’)/(LT;). 
To complete the argument observe that the augmentation E: DG + D is 
split by the inclusion i: u + DG. That is, 
E o i = identity on D (and i o E = [O]). 
This retraction frings induces a splitting ofideal groups 
1(&G) 3 I i ( d) 
and of class groups 
For y E G, E o y = E and y o i = i, so both E.+ and i, are ZC-homomorphisms, 
where C acts trivially on D and @Z(D). From the ZC-decomposition 
%?‘l(~~crG) = (ker E*) x (im i%) 
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we easily see that 
%T(uG)~ = ‘ZZ(uG)~n SW(uG) 
and the corollary follows immediately. 
For future reference we note here also that if we let 
I’(u’G) = ker(s : 1(&G) --t I(&)), (4.5) 
then an easy chase in the diagram 
BZ(uG) + GYZ(u) 
shows that the surjection 1(&G) --t) OZ(pG) restricts oa surjection of ZC- 
modules: 
f’(u’G) - $FZ’(uG). (4.6) 
Finally we observe that the ideal a is a fundamental (tame) ramification 
invariant of KJK in the following sense. 
In (2.13) we obtained the discriminant formula 
b(@!Ju’) = [u’G : 8;. &-;‘-‘I],,. 
But now, we see easily 
&rrl+I-ll, =,(l+r-ll,.s/r 
7r in 1(&G), 
since both sides have the same Zth power. Hence 
b(@k/n’) = [u/G : a(‘+[-‘])‘e/r]o,. 
Since the module index can be computed component-wise in D’G, we see 
that a prime p of D’ divides the discriminant b(@;/,lrr’) if and only if some 
prime factor ‘$ of p . rr’G in &G divides a. But a is square free and 
relatively prime to all of its “conjugates” a? It can be shown from this that a 
cannot be divisible by two distinct prime factors of p . rr’G in L*‘G, and, 
indeed, if p is ramified in @L/D’, then p is “split completely” in D’G. Finally 
note, however, that a depends very much on the choice of the isomorphism 
E 2 G and the resulting action of C as a group of automorphisms of 
U’G/U’. 
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5. SUFFICIENCY OF THE S~CKELBERGER CONDITION 
We continue with the notation of the previous section. In particular, G is 
elementary abelian (n = 1). 
(5.1) THEOREM. Let ~2 E %?l’(rrG)p. Then there is a (proper) tame G- 
extension KJK with cZ(@~) = 9%. Moreover KJK can be chosen to have 
discriminant #( 1) and relatively prime to any pre-assigned ideal of K. 
Proof. As before, G* = Hom(G, (Kc)“), the character group of 6. 
Through its action on (Kc) x, QK acts as a group of automorphisms of G”: 
x”(s) = W))“3 xEG*,uEQ~, and sEG. 
We can describe elements of K”G as functions defined on G*. That is, if 
a E K’G, we denote also by a the function x -+ aI from G* --t K’, where 
aX = x(a). With this notation, we identify K”G and Map(G*, KC). This iden- 
tification preserves the action of .R,, where QK acts on Map(G*, KC) by 
for f E Map(G*, K’), 
x E G* and (T E 0,. This follows by noting that f(a”) = x(a)” for a E K’G. 
xEG*, and oER,. Hence, 
KG E MapQR(G*, KC), 
and for a E KG, x E G*, a E l2,, axD- = (a,)O. The simple components of the 
group algebra KG correspond to the 8,-orbits in G”, that is, to the elements 
of G*/QK. This is reflected in the above identification by the observation 
that if @ is a set of representatives ofG*/R,. then an R,-map a: G* + K’ is 
determined uniquely by its values a@ for 4 E @ and that am can be arbitrary 
in K(4) (=K($(G))). Thus 
and likewise for rr’G and 1(&G): 
and 
4X1/82:1 9 
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Clearly @ contains the trivial character E which induces the augmentation 
E: rrG + D and, recalling (4.9, we may write 
I’(dG) = (a E 1(&G) ) a, = (I)}. 
Now, let +%nE %YZ’(DG)~. From (4.6) we have a surjection 
I’(D’G),~ --H W’(QG)~, 
so we may choose a representative m E l’(rr’G),J ofthe class 4~. Then, by 
(3.12), there is an ideal b E 1’(&G) such that 
for all a E ,d = Ann,, G, 
and in particular m’ = be. 
The strategy will be to replace b by an integral ideal a E I’(c’G) in the 
same class as b such that ae is integral nd Zth power free. We will then have 
(y)b = a for some y E rr,G ‘. Since KCGX is divisible we can choose 
L) E (KCG)X such that VI= y. Then m’(#‘) = a’, where ye = (ue)‘. It will 
suffice by (2.12) to show that v* = v’, where u is an Z-local normal basis 
generator for some tame G-extension KJK. To show that ue is a resolvend, 
it will suftice by (1.10) to show that (v’)~ E KGX for all 
a E dE = Ann,,. G. This will be seen to follow from (3.10) and the remark 
following (3.6) if u is chosen so that u, = 1. Then ve = ~7 E K”, n (K”G)’ for 
a unique z E Hom(B,, G), and v E K,. It will remain to show that 71 is tame 
and that @zl = rr,G . ~7. That will follow from criterion (b) of (2.6) by 
showing zS= v’ E @z[ and Tr u = (u~)~ = 1. Since & = gz n 6fG, the crux 
of the matter will be to show ue E #‘f G, where 8; is the integral closure of 
Do in KC. This will be the case if .1-’ ischosen properly. We begin now with 
the choice of a and 4’. 
For an integral ideal a to be such that a’ is Ith power free, it suffices that 
a should be square free and relatively prime to all of its C-conjugates ay, 
1’ E C, y # 1. (Indeed, this is also necessary as we showed, in effect, inClaim 
5 in the proof of Theorem (4.1)) To define a square free ideal aE I’(rr’G) 
it suffices todefine a square free ideal a, E I@‘[$]) for each 4 E @, 4 # E. 
For a to be in the same class as b, it suffices for a, to be in the same ray 
class mod Zk as b, in I(&[#]). (Recall that, as remarked in Section 2, 
CkJ E DG, where J? is the maximal D-order of KG, so 
rr,GX 2 1 + I"&$= [I(1 -t Z"q[#]), 
I6 
and the ray class group mod Zk of K($) is I(D’ [#])/( 1 + Zk~, [$ I).) 
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Now, each ray class contains infinitely many prime ideals of absolute 
degree one. We choose a, = (l)(=b,) and for $ E @, Q z 8, we choose a, to 
be a prime ideal of I(&[#]) lying in the same ray c!ass (mod I”) as b,, 
where N = max(2, k). Moreover, we choose the a, 
(i) to be split completely over K (indeed of absolute degree one if 
desired), 
(ii) to lie over distinct primes of K, 
(iii) to be distinct from all primes occurring in the b, for 31 E G*, and 
(ivj to be relatively prime to any preassigned ideal of K. 
This choice of the a, determines a unique square free integral ideal 
a E I’(rr’G) which corresponds to (Q)~~@ under the previously described 
isomorphism I(rr’Gj z I-J, Ee I(D’ [ 41). 
Claim 1. The a?, yE C, are square free and relatively prime. 
The a? are square free since a is. Next, observe that the x(aj? x E G*, x # 8 
are distinct primes of K(X) = K@,j. For, any x # E is of form x = $” for a 
unique 4 E @ and some u E Q,. If a,,= a,,,, (in I(rr’[p,] j) then (a,)” =
(a0 t)“‘, so a0 and a,. are conjugate (over K). Hence, condition (ii) on the 
aol’s implies # = #‘. But then (i) implies o and u.’ have the same restriction t  
IQ,) so I$” = fY’. Now, if aY and ay’ for y, y’ E C have a common prime 
factor, it comes from some component K(4) of KG, ? # F (since (a)‘),= 
(ai”), = a, = (1)). H ence $(a3 and $(a”> have a common prime factor in 
K(u~). ?3ut $(a’) = amy and #(a”) = amY,. Since the ax, X# E, are distinct 
primes, @‘= 4”. But G* is cyclic and faithful over E. generated by 4 (or any 
x f E), so 1’ = y’. 
Claim 2. a’ is integral and Ith power free. 
This is immediate from Claim 1. 
Now, for each # E @, b; ‘a, = (JJ,,), where y, = I and if (n f E, 
yrn E 1 + Pvo, [$I. Together, the yrn determine a unique element J- E 1 + PLJ 
corresponding to{ym)mco under the isomorphism KG z nocQ K(d). Clearly, 
a=bP and m’(y*) = a* (5.2) 
since m’ = ba. 
Now, choose u E (K’G)” z Map(G*, (Kc)‘) so that U’ = y, by choosing 
u, = yE = 1 and for each x # E, vX E Kc with vi= yx. Notice that, even 
though y E 1 -t ZNy& c (D!G)~, there is no guarantee that u E 6fG. and it 
may indeed be that no such II E @fG. However, we witi iater show thar 
u@ E ct”fG. 
Claim 3. u@ E x’, for a unique 7~ E Hom(Q,, G). 
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Since G* is cyclic over E, it suffices by (1.8) and (1.10) to show that 
oea E KGX for all a E d” = Ann,,. G. 
Now, by the remark following (3.6), 
dE=d + %[O], where ,d = Ann,, G, 
since d([O]) = [O]. 
From (3.10) for aE&‘, a.Z-‘BEZC so aBa=ya”-‘eEKGX. Also 
uetol - 1 since ato1 = u, = 1, and the claim follows. 
Hence v* = fl for a unique v E K,. 
Claim 4. KJK is tame and 4.r = D,G . v. 
By criterion (b) of (2.6), it suffices to show that Tr v = 1 and v E @T’,.,. 
Now Tr v = E(z?) = (II’& = 1 since u, = 1. To show v E en,., itsuffices toshow 
where @fjT is the integral closure of D! in KC, since 
&=@;Gn& 
Since 0’ = CsEG v(s) . s-‘, it suffices to show u(s) E @f for all s E G. Let 
w = offs. Then orthogonality ofthe characters gives 
v(S)=l-k c co*. (5.3) 
XEG* 
(Alternatively, since v” regarded as a function on G” is a Fourier transform 
of u regarded as a function on G, one gets immediately 
v(s) = I-” c U;x(s) = irk c x(0%).) 
xcG* XEG* 
Let w E G*, IV # E. Then since G* is cyclic over E, the map p I--+ @’ from 
E -+ G” is bijective. H nce 
v(s) = z-k p;E lpyo) = zrk c v(~p)* 
PEE (5.4) 
Recalling the definition fthe element d@) E JE = Ann,. G from (3.6), we 
see that 
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Now,forp=yEC,d(y)Z-‘8EZC,by (3.1O)so 
while for p = [O], d(p) = [0] and 
In either case, we have, for p E E, 
Since N> k, we get from (5.5) that 
/-“v(w~) s 1-k r”r ,$PW 
i=l 
(mod eF)> 
where we have abbreviated v(w”i) to oi. Hence, from (5.4) we get 
(mod I”:). (5.6) 
Recalling now that in E, 
p = 5 Tr@d() di 
i=l 
we see that as p runs over E, the k-tuple (t(&),..., t(p6;)) runs over all k- 
tuples of integers in (0, I,..., (I- I)}. Hence, from (5.6) we get 
k I-1 
u(sjE[-kn x w{=fi wi-1 (mod F;f). (5.7) 
i=l j=O i=l ICOi- ‘1 
where wi = a~; = ~(w’“‘) = w(j”“i) E 1 + l”rr, [w] since yesi E 1 + l”d;. Now 
N> 2 so wi E 1 (mod L’), where A = 1 - 5, (C} =,u!, and (r) = (A)‘-‘, A 
time-honored argument (see, for example, (8, Remark (3.1.3)j) then shows 
that 
IV.- 1 
L-0 
wi- 1 
(mod 2). 
Hence, from (5.7), D(S) 3 0 (mod 0:). This completes the proof of Claim 4. 
The argument is now essentially complete, by (2.12). For if IV = 6’ = ye, 
then by (5.2), m’(w)= ae, where a @ is integral and lth power free (by 
Claim 2). Thus, since @X1 = rr,G . u, ccl(ez) in 4l(rrG) is represented by m, 
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which by choice, also represents the original class wz E Ql’(rrG)? It only 
remains to show that the discriminant ?J(@~/D) could have been (and in fact 
was) chosen relatively prime to any pre-assigned i eal of K, This follows 
from the fact that since KJK is tame, ~(@JD) is relatively prime to I and 
that, by the remarks at the end of Section 4, b(OZ/rr’) is divisible only by 
primes p of & for which some factor !I3 of p . rr’G divides a. But, by (iv), 
the components of a and hence also a itself were chosen relatively prime to 
any preassigned ideal of K. 
(5.8) Remark. The G-extension KJK constructed inthe proof of (5.1) is 
actually a field, and not merely a Galois algebra. To see this, it suffices to
show that for any proper subgroup H < G, the tame G/H-exyension Kf is 
ramified-that is, b(@jf/lr) # (1). (For it is easy to see that (K.Jn(QK) is a 
product of [G : n(L),)] co p ies of K and is not ramified whence rr(Q,) = G, so 
K, = K”.) 
To see that Kf must be ramified, observe first that Kfj can be identified 
with K,, the Galois f$-extension corresponding to7c where n is the composite 
of rr with the canonical G -+ (!? = G/H. Then one easily checks commutativity 
of the diagram 
K, - K’G 
where the horizontal maps are the respective r solvend maps, K, --f K, is the 
trace (Tr = CheH h) and K’G-t K”c is induced by the canonical G-+ G. 
Since KJK is tame, Tr(eK) = 8: = RZ and (by (2.13)), b(@&/&) = 
[&~: F”;Il+I-11) I&,. If b(@;/dj = (l), then 8;’ = &G since 
&GE (L+‘(p = (&?-)’ . (@-‘])I. 
Regard c* as a subgroup of G* and suppose x E G*, x # E. Then since 
6; = Tr(@;), 
x((&y) =x((&)‘) = x(dG) = (1). 
But x(@;‘) = ~(a ‘) = nyeC x’(a) f(y). Since we showed that the x(a) for x f E 
were distinct primes of D’[,u,] (when proving Claim 1 of the proof of (5.1)) it 
follows that x(a”) # (l), a contradiction. Hence b(@i/,llr’) # (1). 
In view of these remarks we can strengthen (5.1) as follows: 
(5.9) THEOREM. Let ~9~ E ‘??Z’(rrG) -? Then there are infinitely many 
tame G-extensions KJK satisfying 
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(ii) KJK is a tameJield extension. 
(iii) If K 4 L c K, rhen LfK is ramfled. 
(iv) The discriminant of KJK can be chosen relattiely prime to any 
pre-assigned ideal of K. 
Proof: This is immediate. 
(5. IO) DEFINITION. We define the set of realizable classes 
R(DG) E ‘FE(rrG) to be 
{ cZ(ez) ) A E Horn&‘;, G)}. 
(5.11) COROLLARY. If G is elementary abelian, 
R (rrG) = %?‘I’ (DG)~. 
Prootf: This is immediate from (4.4) and (5.1). 
(5.12) COROLLARY. If G is elementary abelian, 
5Tl(ZG)f= 1. 
Proof. Since GYZ(iz) = 1, 
Also, R(ZG) = 1, since every tame abelian extension of Q has a normal 
integral basis. The corollary folIows from (5.1 l>* 
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